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Abstract: The photodissociation dynamics of H2Fe(CO)4 have been studied through wave packet propagations on
CASSCF/CCI potentials, calculated for the electronic ground and excited states, as a function of two coordinatesqa
andqb corresponding to molecular hydrogen elimination and CO dissociation, respectively. The theoretical absorption
spectrum is characterized by two bands at 272 nm (36 700 cm-1) and 246 nm (40 500 cm-1) which have been
assigned to the a1A1 f a1B1 and a1A1 f b1A1 transitions, respectively. The first band corresponds to the experimental
maximum observed around 270 nm. A semiquantitative mechanism has been proposed for the photodissociation of
the title molecule: (i) under irradiation at 254 nm, the a1B1 (3dyzf σg*) and b1A1 (3dx2-y2 f σg*) excited states will
be populated; (ii) from the b1A1 state, the molecule will dissociate in a total and ultrafast (less than 40 fs) reaction
toward the formation of Fe(CO)4 and molecular hydrogen; (iii) after the initial a1A1 f a1B1 transition, the reactive
system will evolve into two competitive channels, leading mainly to the elimination of H2 in a very short time scale
(40 fs) and as second minor primary reaction (4%) toward the CO dissociation in 100 fs. The nonradiationless
transitions to the low-lying triplet states occur in a picosecond time scale and have a rather low probability indicating
the minor role of the triplet states at the early stage of the photodissociation.

1. Introduction

The photochemical reaction currently observed after irradia-
tion of transition metal di- and polyhydrides is the reductive
elimination of molecular hydrogen

leading to highly reactive intermediates which are able to
activate the carbon-hydrogen bonds in saturated organic
compounds.1-7 Flash photolysis experiments have led to the
conclusion that there are at least two mechanisms operative for
the photoelimination of H2 from dihydride complexes: one
being the concerted loss of H2 from the initial molecule, the
other being the prior dissociation of another ligand to give an
unsaturated intermediate that undergoes rapid elimination of
molecular hydrogen.8,9 Despite of the very intense activity
developed in this field in the past ten years, even enhanced by
the discovery of the so-called nonclassical hydride complexes,10-13

many fundamental questions remain unsolved: (i) the factors
governing the mechanism of reaction (1); (ii) the efficiency of
the corresponding reverse reaction, namely the oxidative addi-
tion; (iii) the occurrence of concurrent primary reactions; (iv)

the excited states dynamics; and (v) the branching ratio between
dissociative and nondissociative pathways. The laser experi-
ments, reported for this class of molecules and performed either
in low-temperature matrices or in solution, are mainly oriented
toward the determination of intermediates or toward the kinetics
and the efficiency of the carbon-hydrogen bond activation.
Recent flash photolysis experiments supported by careful IR
spectroscopy have shown that, regarding the multiplicity of
channels available in the UV-visible region due to the high
density of excited states, the behavior of the molecule depends
strongly on the metal center, the ligands, and the experimental
conditions. This complexity is illustrated by the photochemistry
in solution of H2IrCl(L ′)(PPh3)2 (L′ ) CO or PPh3) and H2-
RhCl(PPh3)3 dihydrides. A ligand dissociation to give a five-
coordinate intermediate H2MCl(PPh3)2 which undergoes rapid
elimination of H2 competitive with back reaction with L′ is
proposed for the iridium complex, while a concerted dihydrogen
elimination to give MCl(PPh3)3 as the primary product operates
for the rhodium analog.9 More recent matrix isolation studies
reported for metal hydride complexes of the series Fe, Ru, and
Os have demonstrated that 16-electron fragments can be
produced by photolysis of the dihydride precursors M(dmpe)2H2

(M ) Fe, Ru).14,15 The iron and ruthenium fragments exhibit
a remarkable difference in reactivity toward the C-H activation.
Kinetic investigations with laser flash photolysis have shown
that Ru(dmpe)2 reacts over 104 times more rapidly with H2 than
does Fe(dmpe)2. When present in the coordination sphere, the
loss of a carbonyl ligand is competitive with the molecular
hydrogen elimination. The lone exceptions are H2Fe(CO)4
(reaction 2) and H2IrCp(CO), which eliminate specifically H2
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upon photolysis.16,17 For instance, upon irradiation under similar
experimental conditions, the osmium analog to H2Fe(CO)4
behaves differently, leading both primary products H2Os(CO)3
and Os(CO)418 (reactions 3 and 4)

Most of the recent theoretical work published in the field of
transition metal hydrides is dedicated to structural problems
(classical vs nonclassical hydrides) or to secondary reactions
mechanisms.20-23 Despite of the emergence of efficient modern
quantum chemical methods able to treat the excited states in
transition metal complexes,24,25little is known about the excited
states reactivity. Current understanding of photochemical
reactions is generally based on molecular orbital diagrams
coupled with an analysis in terms of the bonding and antibond-
ing character. The aim of a qualitative theoretical study, based
on the potential energy surfaces (PES) which connect the ground
and excited states of the reactant to those of the primary
products, is to elucidate the mechanism of the primary process
and to identify the photoactive excited states responsible for
the photoreactivity of the molecule.26-28 Understanding the
occurrence of concurrent reactions (ligand loss vs radical
formation or ligand loss vs elimination of H2) represents a
fundamental goal in a semiquantitative study of the photochem-
istry of organometallics. The ultimate purpose is the calculation
of the branching ratio for the different pathways and the
determination of the main features of the absorption spectra29

through the simulation of the excited states dynamics.
Potential energy curves, based on CASSCF/CCI calculations,

have been reported for the photoelimination of H2 from H2Fe-

(CO)4 reaction (2).28 The qualitative mechanism proposed for
this reaction states with excitation into one of the low-lying
singlet excited states followed by intersystem crossing to the
a3B2 state (corresponding to a 3df σu* excitation) (σg andσu
are the bonding and antibonding configurations of the two
hydrogen s orbitals which are metal-hydrogen bonding,σg*
andσu* being similarly defined but metal-hydrogen antibond-
ing (Scheme 1) and dissociation to the primary products H2 +
Fe(CO)4 along the a3B2 curve. This potential energy curve
corresponds in its dissociative part to aσu f σg* excitation,
namely to the excitation of an electron from a MO which is
H-H antibonding and M-H bonding to a MO which is H-H
bonding and M-H antibonding. This mechanism describing
the photoelimination of H2 has been generalized to other
transition metal di and polyhydrides.30

The aim of the present study is to present a complete quantum
chemical study of the photodissociation of the title molecule,
including an hypothetical dissociation of a carbonyl ligand,

primary reaction which is observed under irradiation of the
osmium analog H2Os(CO)4 (reaction 4). This numerical
simulation is based on the two-dimensional potential energy
surfaces calculated for the ground state and the lowest excited
states as a function of the Fe-CO and Fe-H2 elongations. The
photodissociation dynamics is investigated by wavepacket
propagations on these PES.

2. Computational Method

Quantum Chemical Calculations. The calculations were
carried out starting from the experimental geometry of H2Fe-
(CO)4 (C2V symmetry withOy theC2 axis)31 (Figure 1). Since
the primary product of reaction 2, Fe(CO)4 also has theC2V
symmetry in its ground state3B2,32 it was assumed that theC2V
symmetry is retained along the reaction path corresponding to
H2 elimination (Scheme 2). According to gradient SCF calcula-
tions of the structure of H2Fe(CO)3,33 primary product of the
carbonyl dissociation, the reaction path corresponding to this
other reaction should be described by the dissociation of an
“axial” carbonyl under theCs symmetry constrained (Scheme
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Figure 1. Structure of H2Fe(CO)4 from ref 31.
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2). The symmetry constraints should not operate dramatically
on the smooth profile of the excited potential energy surfaces
which govern the mechanism of photochemical reactions. These
assumptions are based on the fact that the symmetry restrictions
usually affect the energy profiles characterized by high energy
barriers.34

The two-dimensional PES V(qa,qb) (with qa ) [Fe-H2] and
qb ) [Fe-CO]), calculated under theCs symmetry constraint,
have been obtained through complete active space SCF (CASS-
CF)35 calculations supplemented by a Configuration Interaction
treatment. The CASSCF wave functions are used as references
for the contracted configuration interaction (CCI) calculations.36

Since our interest centers mostly on the lowest excited states
of H2Fe(CO)4 corresponding to the 3df σg*, 3d f σu*, and
σu f σg*, the two orbitals involved in the bonding of the
hydrogen (σg , σu) and their antibonding counterparts (σg*, σu*),
the 3d orbitals and the d orbitals which correlate them were
included in the active space of the CASSCF. Ten electrons
were correlated in ten active orbitals in this 10e10a calculation.
The CASSCF calculations were carried out for the lowest5A2

high spin state of main configuration (σg)2(σu)2(3dxz)2(3dyz)1-
(3dx2-y2)1(σg*)1(σu*)1 which assures a balanced description of
the different excited states.38 For each electronic state, two CCI
calculations were performed: the first one with one reference
configuration corresponding to the required state, the second
one being a multireference calculation including all the con-
figurations that appear with a coefficient larger than 0.08 in
the first monoreference CI wave function. Ten electrons are
correlated and single and double excitations to all virtual orbitals,
except the counterparts of the carbonyls 1s and of the metal 1s,
2s, and 2p orbitals, are included in the CCI calculation. The
following basis sets were used: for the metal center a (15,11,6)
set contracted to [9,6,3],39 for the first-row atoms a (10,6) set
contracted to [4,2],42 and for hydrogen a (6,1) set contracted to

[3,1].43 The excitation energies to the lowest excited states
involved in the photodissociation of H2Fe(CO)4 and contributing
to the absorption spectrum calculated through this approach have
been compared to CASSCF/CASPT2 excitation energies ob-
tained on the basis of CASSCF wave functions performed for
each electronic state, using atomic natural orbitals (ANO) basis
sets.44 From this recent study,25a we have concluded that the
present approach based on CCI calculations performed on top
of a unique CASSCF wave function gives reasonable excitation
energies as long as the reference wave function is judiciously
chosen. This approach represents the best compromise for the
calculation of excited states and corresponding PES, regarding
the complexity of avoided crossing regions for which a CASPT2
treatment could be rather tricky.
The integral calculations were carried out either with the

system of programs ARGOS45 or with the system of programs
ASTERIX.37 The CCI calculations were performed with the
program developed originally by Siegbahn using a multirefer-
ence CI method36 and the CASPT2 calculations with the
MOLCAS-3 quantum chemistry software.46 The dynamics has
been simulated with the QMPRO program developed originally
in Berlin.47

Spin-Orbit Interaction. The spin-orbit interaction between
the singlet and triplet excited states has been evaluated using
the effective one-electron operator48

whereZeff
k,l expresses the one center valence shell character.k is

the heavy atom center andl is the valence shell azimuthal
quantum number. This effective operator operates only on the
3d orbitalsl ) 2 andk ) Fe. R is the fine structure,〈r-3〉 is
the expansion value from tables of ref 49 andrk,i is the one-
electron nucleus distance. On the basis of a restricted full CI
scheme,50 the spin-orbit matrix (up to 400 000 determinants) is
diagonalized to get the spin-orbit coupled excited states.51

Simulation of the Dynamics. For the sake of simplicity,
the molecule is modeled as pseudotriatomic with two noncol-
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linear dissociative bonds,qa ) [Fe-H2] and qb ) [Fe-CO]
(Scheme 2). All other “spectators” modes are decoupled in this
zero-order approximation. This decoupling mode should be
reasonable, at least for ultrafast time scales (of the order of 100
fs) when the initial energy remains in the dissociative bonds.
The photoabsorption and the subsequent bond breakings

described in reactions 2 and 5 are simulated by propagations
of selected wavepacketsΨe(qa,qb,t) on the PES corresponding
to the e excited states. The time evolution of the wavepackets
is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

with the initial condition

whereµe is the electronic transition moment between the ground
state (gs) and the excited state e.Φgs,0,0(qa,qb) represents the
two-dimensional vibrational ground state wave function of the
electronic ground state evaluated through the Chebychev
relaxation method.52 The solution of the time-dependent
Schrödinger eq 2 is obtained by the Chebychev propagation
scheme with∆t ) 3 fs.53

The absorption spectrumσtot(ω) is obtained by the Fourier
transform of the total autocorrelation functionStot(t) summed
over the individual autocorrelation functions corresponding to
each excited state e

The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian of the system, expressed
in bond coordinates, is given by

whereµa andµb are the reduced mass corresponding to the bonds
qa andqb andmc the mass of the central atom (the angleθ is
kept constant to its experimental value of 74.25°). Reaction
probabilities are deduced by integration, over the whole reaction
time, of the probability current density expressed as a function
of coordinatesqa andqb54

where

andJb(qa,qb,t) being defined in the symmetric way.
The PES used in the simulation of the dynamics are generated

by interpolation from ab initio points, with additional smoothing
to avoid any obvious artifact such as shallow minima in the
asymptotic domains. The propagations are based on representa-
tions ofΨe(qa,qb,t) on two-dimensional grids corresponding to
the reaction coordinates with the following parameters:qai )

qao + (i-1)∆qa, qao ) 0.5 au,∆qa ) 0.0670 au with 1e i e
128 andqbj ) qbo + (j-1)∆qb, qbo ) 2 au,∆qb ) 0.315 au
with 1 e j e 256.

3. Results and Discussion

Theoretical Absorption Spectrum. According to our recent
CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations25a and to the present work the
lowest excited states of H2Fe(CO)4 correspond to 3df σg*
and 3df σu* excitations and range between 30 000 and 50 000
cm-1 (Table 1). The first allowed transitions corresponding to
a1A1 f a1B1, a1A1 f a1B2, and a1A1 f b1A1 are calculated
between 38 000 and 42 000 cm-1 in the energy domain of the
experimental absorption spectrum (34 500-41 500 cm-1).55 The
calculated electronic dipole transition moments are reported in
Table 2. The a1A2 (3df σg*) excited state has been excluded
from the simulation because the a1A1 f a1A2 transition is
symmetry forbidden. On the basis of a preliminary one-
dimensional simulation it appears that the a1B2 (3df σu*) state
does not contribute significantly to the spectrum, due to a low
value of the electronic transition dipole moment (µ ) 0.013
au).56 Consequently, the main contributions to the absorption
spectrum are the a1B1 (b1A′ in Cs symmetry) and b1A1 (c1A′ in
Cs symmetry) excited states and correspond to 3df σg*
excitations. The theoretical spectrum obtained by propagation
of theΨb1A′(qa,qb,t) andΨc1A′(qa,qb,t) wavepackets on the b1A′
and c1A′ PES (the details of the simulation are described below)
with the initial conditions given by eq 3 is shown in Figure 2.
The spectrum is characterized by two broad absorption bands
without any structure corresponding to the a1B1 and b1A1 states.
The shape of the theoretical spectrum reflects the dissociative
character of these two excited states. The a1B1 absorption at
36 700 cm-1 agrees perfectly with the experimental maximum
at 270 nm (37 040 cm-1) for which there is no doubt
experimentally.55,57 The comparison with the experimental
spectrum at higher energies is featureless, since the detection
is close to the lower wavelength limit of the spectrometer.
Consequently, an absorption around 40 500 cm-1 corresponding
to the a1A1 f b1A1 transition cannot be excluded from the
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Table 1. CASPT2 and CCI Excitation Energies (in cm-1) to the
Lowest Excited States of H2Fe(CO)4 (This Work and Ref 25a)

one electron excitation in
the principal configuration CASPT2 CASSCF/CCI

a1A1 f a3B1 3dyzf σg* 32 803 30 092
a1A1 f a3A1 3dx2-y2 f σg* 33 114 30 507
a1A1 f a3B2 3dx2-y2 f σu* 33 479 33 026
a1A1 f a3A2 3dxzf σg* 33 804 33 826
a1A1 f b3A2 3dyzf σu* 35 485 36 910
a1A1 f b3B1 3dxzf σu* 38 032 40 550
a1A1 f a1B1 3dyzf σg* 38 713 38 520
a1A1 f a1B2 3dx2-y2 f σu* 39 304 39 354
a1A1 f a1A2 3dxzf σg* 39 502 41 474
a1A1 f b3B2 σu f σg* 41 316 62 028
a1A1 f b1A1 3dx2-y2 f σg* 42 207 42 179
a1A1 f b1A2 3dyzf σu* 42 223 44 919
a1A1 f b1B2 σu f σg* 47 922 68 667

Table 2. Electronic Dipole Transition Moments of the Lowest
Singlet Excited States of H2Fe(CO)4

a
1A1 f a

1B1 a
1A1 f a

1B2 a
1A1 f b

1A1

µ (au) 0.327 0.013 0.275
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present simulation. The experimental excitation energy (254
nm or 39 400 cm-1) necessary to induce elimination of
molecular hydrogen from H2Fe(CO)4 (reaction 2) should
populate the a1B1 and b1A1 excited states in the Franck-Condon
approximation. According to the present simulation, the direct
population of the a1B2 state corresponding to a 3df σu*
excitation and postulated as a key step in the mechanism of
reaction 2 in a previous qualitative study28 is less likely.
Potential Energy Curves for the Molecular Hydrogen

Elimination (Reaction 2). The potential energy curves cor-
responding to the elimination of molecular hydrogen and
calculated underC2V constraint are shown in Figure 3. Reaction
2 is calculated to be endothermic by 33.6 kcal/mol. According
to the experimental data available in the literature,58 the Fe-H
bond energy in H2Fe(CO)4 ranges between 60 and 65 kcal/mol
leading to an endothermicity comprised between 16 and 26 kcal/
mol for reaction 2 which corresponds to the breaking of two
iron-H bonds concurrently with the formation of one H-H
bond. It is interesting to note that usually the calculated cost
of this type of reaction is in the range 15-25 kcal/mol.28 The
complexity and the number of dissociative channels available
from the low-lying excited states of H2Fe(CO)4 under theC2V
constraint in the Franck-Condon region are illustrated by the
shape of the potential energy curves in Figure 3. The potential
energy curves corresponding to the a1B1 (3dyzf σg*) and b1A1

(3dx2-y2 f σg*) excited states directly accessible through vertical
transition from the a1A1 electronic ground state are dissociative.
The potential energy curve corresponding to the a1B2 (3dx2-y2

f σu*) excited state presents an energy barrier of the order of

10.0 kcal/mol at the early stage of the reaction path due to an
avoided crossing with the upper b1B2 (σu f σg*) excited state.
The PEC calculated in the present work do not differ drastically
from the previous one obtained in a preliminary study based
on less sophisticated calcultions.28 In the energy domain of the
absorption one may notice the presence of the dissociative a1A2

(3dxz f σg*) excited state which is not directly accessible
through an allowed transition from the electronic ground state
but which can play a role in the photodissociation of H2Fe-
(CO)4 as soon as theC2V symmetry constraint is left (CO
dissociation). The triplet PEC run more or less parallel to the
corresponding singlet PEC and are dissociative. One may notice
the presence of an energy barrier of the order of 14.0 kcal/mol
on the a3B2 PEC leading to the primary products H2 + Fe-
(CO)4 in their 3B2 ground state, paramagnetic structure which
has been determined experimentally.32a

Potential Energy Curves for the Dissociation of a Car-
bonyl Ligand (Reaction 5). The potential energy curves
corresponding to the dissociation of a carbonyl ligand and
calculated underCs constraint are shown in Figure 4. The PEC
corresponding to the a1B1 (b1A′) and b1A1 (c1A′) excited states
are weakly dissociative and nearly parrallel along the Fe-CO
elongation. UnderCs symmetry constraint the dissociative a1B2

(a1A′′) and the bound a1A2 (b1A′′) excited states are nearly
degenerate and present an avoided crossing in the Franck-
Condon region. The triplet PEC calculated along the Fe-CO
elongation present the same features than the corresponding
singlet PEC.
One-Dimensional Simulation on Spin-Orbit Coupled Po-

tentials. The whole set of PEC shown in Figures 3 and 4 gives
an illustration of the complexity of the reaction mechanisms in
transition metal dihydrides due to the high density of excited
states in the energy domain of the absorption spectrum and to
the number of dissociative channels. In order to select the
excited states playing a key role in the photodissociation and
to determine the function of the low-lying triplet excited states,
we have performed one-dimensional wavepacket propagations
along theqa ) [Fe-H2] reaction coordinate on spin-orbit
coupled potentials. Five excited states have been selected, the
singlet a1B1, a1B2, and b1A1 states ranging in the absorption
domain and the a3A2 and a3B2 states, both being close in energy
to the singlets, the later leading to the primary products H2 +
Fe(CO)4 in their ground state. The values of the spin-orbit
coupling terms between the singlet and triplet excited states of
H2Fe(CO)4 reported in Table 3 have been obtained through full-
CI calculations restricted to ten valence electrons distributed in
ten active orbitals (σg, σu, σg*, σu*, 3d, and the d which correlate
them).59 The spin-orbit interaction has been including at the

(58) (a) Pearson, R. G.; Mauermann, H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1982, 104,
500. (b) Pearson, R. G.Chem. ReV. 1985, 85, 41.

Figure 2. Simulated total absorption spectrum with contribution from
two transitions a1A1 f a1B1 (a) and a1A1 f b1A1 (b).

Figure 3. CASSCF/CCI potential energy curves along theqa ) [Fe-
H2] bond elongation in H2Fe(CO)4.

Figure 4. CASSCF/CCI potential energy curves along theqb ) [Fe-
COax] bond elongation in H2Fe(CO)4.
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CI level as a one-electron effective operator (eq 1) withZeff )
14.0, evaluated in the L-S coupling scheme from the iron
atomic splitting in the5D configuration. The time evolution of
the wavepacketsΨb1A1(qa,t), Ψa1B1(qa,t), Ψa1B2(qa,t), Ψa3B2(qa,t),
and Ψa3A2(qa,t) has been followed by propagation on the
corresponding spin-orbit coupled potentials by solving sets of
spin-orbit coupled time-dependent Schro¨dinger equations60 using
the values of Table 3 as coupling potentials.59 From the time
evolution of theΨa1B2(qa,t) andΨa3A2(qa,t) wavepackets on the
spin-orbit coupled potentials Va1B2(qa) and Va3A2(qa) one may
extract the probabilities for observing either the reaction H2-
Fe(CO)4 f H2 + Fe(CO)4 (a1B2) or the reaction H2Fe(CO)4 f
H2 + Fe(CO)4 (a3A2) as a function of time. An indirect
dissociation of H2 through tunnelling is observed on the a1B2

potential with a probability of 2% in 1 ps. The a1B2 f a3A2

intersystem crossing probability is 0.35% in 1 ps. The results
of the one-dimensional simulation along the Fe-H2 bond
elongation can be summarized as follows: (i) the direct
dissociation of molecular hydrogen on the a1B1 and b1A1

potentials is total and ultrafast (a few femtoseconds) leading to
the H2 + Fe(CO)4 primary products in excited configurations;
(iii) the indirect dissociation through the a1B2 is not competitive
with the direct ultrafast dissociation toward H2 + Fe(CO)4 (a1B1,
b1A1); and (iii) the nonradiationless transitions to the low-lying
triplet states occur in a picosecond time scale and have a rather
low probability.
Simulation of the Dynamics on Two-Dimensional Poten-

tials. On the basis of the results reported above, the two low-
lying a1B1 (b1A′ in Cs symmetry) and b1A1 (c1A′ in Cs

symmetry) excited states, directly accessible under UV irradia-
tion and contributing mainly to the absorption spectrum of H2-
Fe(CO)4, have been used in the two-dimensional simulation.
The time evolution of the system on these excited states has
been followed by propagation of theΨb1A′(qa,qb,t) andΨc1A′-
(qa,qb,t) wavepackets on the Vb1A′(qa,qb) and Vc1A′(qa,qb) poten-
tials under theCs symmetry constraint. The kinetic coupling
between the two potentials has not been taken into account in
the present simulation. After the initial a1A′ (a1A1 in C2V
symmetry)f b1A′ (a1B1 in C2V symmetry) transition, in a very
short time scale (15 fs) the wavepacket evoluates to the
dissociation channel corresponding to the H2 elimination (Figure
5). After 30 fs one observes a splitting of the initial wavepacket
in two parts: the main fraction leads to the primary products
H2 + Fe(CO)4 (b1A′) in 40 fs, the remaining part dissociates to
the carbonyl loss primary products in a time scale of the order
of 100 fs. The two concurrent primary reactions (reactions 2
and 5) are observed on the Vb1A′(qa,qb) potential originating in
the a1B1 (3dyzf σg*) excited state. The probability of the minor
reaction, namely the dissociation of a CO ligand, deduced by
integration over the whole reaction time of the probability
current density (eqs 6 and 7) is of the order of 4%. The
branching ratio between the two concurrent reactionsR ) H2-
Fe(CO)4* (a1B1) f H2 + Fe(CO)4 andâ ) H2Fe(CO)4*(a1B1)
f H2Fe(CO)3 + CO has been determined as a function of the
absorption frequency on the basis of the partial absorption

spectra (Figure 6). The elimination of molecular hydrogen is
the major process overall the absorption region and the
probability of this primary reaction increases with the wave-
length of irradiation.
The time evolution of theΨc1A′(qa,qb,t) wavepacket on the

Vc1A′(qa,qb) potential, originated in the b1A1 (3dx2-y2 f σg*)
excited state of H2Fe(CO)4, has been followed as a function of
the time. Despite the dissociative character of this potential in
both directions, the Fe-H2 and the Fe-CO elongations (Figures
3 and 4), the initial wavepacket turns entirely into the channel
corresponding to the elimination of H2 in a total ultrafast reaction
in less than 40 fs.
Reverse Oxidative Addition. In a previous qualitative

analysis of the reverse oxidative addition,28 observed under
visible irradiation at low temperature,16 we had proposed three
possible hypotheses to explain the mechanism of this reaction.(59) Cardoen, W.; Ribbing, C.; Heitz, M. C.; Daniel, C. To be published.

Table 3. Spin-Orbit Interaction (in cm-1) between the Electronic
Ground and Excited States of H2Fe(CO)4

a3B1 a3A1 a3B2 a3A2 b3A2 b3B2

a1A1 280 444 302 33 64
a1B1 140 20 113 121 74
a1B2 14 31 53 138
b1A1 138 22 78 23 171

Figure 5. Time evolution of the|Ψb
1
A′(qa,qb,t)| wavepacket on the

V(Ab
1′) potential.

Figure 6. Totalσtot(ω) (solid line) and partialσR(ω) (dotted line) and
σâ(ω) (dashed line) Aa

1′fAb
1′ absorption spectra with contributions

from two competing products channelsR ≡ H2Fe(CO)*4 f H2 +
Fe(CO)4 andâ ≡ H2Fe(CO)*4 f H2Fe(CO)3 + CO (a) branching ratio
[R,ω]/[â,ω] ) σR(ω)/σâ(ω) as a function of the absorption frequency
ω.
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One of these hypotheses was based on spin-orbit interactions
considerations. This hypothesis is supported by the present
work. Indeed, on the basis of the results reported in Table 3,
the spin-orbit coupling between the a1A1 electronic ground state
and the a3B2 excited state which correlates with the primary
products H2 + Fe(CO)4 in their ground states has a value of
444 cm-1 at the equilibrium geometry. Moreover the shape of
the corresponding PEC (Figure 3) presents a crossing around a
Fe-H2 distance of 3.0 Å. Even if the spin-orbit interaction
has not been evaluated as a function of the reaction coordinate,
according to recent simulations of intersystem crossing processes
in organometallics,60 this value is large enough to induce
radiationless transitions.

Conclusion

Electronic ground and excited states CASSCF/CCI potential
energy surfaces have been calculated as a function of two
coordinatesqa andqb, corresponding to some primary photo-
dissociation pathways of H2Fe(CO)4, namely the elimination
of H2 and the dissociation of an axial carbonyl ligand. The
number and the diversity of excited states situated in a rather
limited domain of energy (less than 2.0 eV in the UV region)
leads to a complicated network of dissociative or weakly bound
triplet and singlet curves characterized by several energy barriers
due to avoided crossings. This theoretical work illustrates the
complexity of the photodissociation mechanisms operating in
organometallics and points to the limits of a qualitative study
which would be based on molecular orbitals diagrams coupled
with an analysis in terms of bonding and antibonding character.
Indeed, the nature of the states involved in the photochemistry
is modified all along the reactions paths, mainly due to the
evolution of the three centers interaction which characterizes
the metal dihydrides. As a consequence, a multiconfigurational
approach is mandatory to describe correctly the photodissocia-
tion pathways. On the basis of a one-dimensional simulation
of the dynamics on spin-orbit coupled potentials, we have shown
that intersystem crossing processes in this molecule are not
competitive with the direct dissociations which occur in less

than 100 fs. The simulation of the photodissociation dynamics
in two dimensions leads to the following conclusions: (i) the
elimination of H2 is the major process under irradiation in the
UV domain of energy; (ii) the time scale of the photoelimination
of H2 is of the order of a few tens of femtoseconds; (iii) the
dissociation of the axial CO ligand is a minor process occuring
within 100 fs; (iv) among the number of excited states present
in the UV region, only two singlet excited states contribute
significantly to the absorption spectrum. These conclusions
agree rather well with the experimental findings in low
temperature matrices experiments, namely an exclusive elimina-
tion of H2 in H2Fe(CO)4 and an absorption band around 270
nm. Moreover, a time scale of 100 fs for the carbonyl loss is
in accord with the recent results of time-resolved experiments,
using ultrafast laser pulses, reported for transition metal car-
bonyls in gas phase.61 The present work which reports the
complete simulation of the photodissociation dynamics of H2-
Fe(CO)4 including all excited states in a two-dimensional
scheme has enabled us to propose a semiquantitative under-
standing of the mechanism. The low efficiency of intersystem
crossing processes and the main features of the absorption
spectrum indicate that only a few excited states participate to
the whole photochemical behavior of the molecule. The time
scales of the direct dissociations (less than 100 fs) justify the
limitation of degrees of freedoms to two reaction coordinates,
at least in a first approximation. However, a more detailed
investigation of the potentials could display the importance of
other degrees of freedoms or point to other reaction paths. This
work, based on Gradient CASSCF calculations, is in progress.
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